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Circle the word that differs from the other three in the position of primary stress
in each of the following questions. (2cau)
Circle the word whose underlined part differs from the other three in
pronunciation in each of the following questions. ( 2cau)
Choose the best answers to complete the sentences (15cau)
Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs
correction in each of the following questions. ( 2 cau)
Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. (2 cau)
Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. ( 2cau)
Choose the word or phrase ( a, b , c or d) that best fits each space in the following
passage. ( 5cau)
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer
sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the questions ( 5cau)
Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence
( 5cau)
Give the correct form of the words in bracketts ( 5tu)
Fill a suitable preposition in each numbered blank ( 5 giới từ trong 5 câu)

IV. Nội dung
GRAMMAR AND STRUCTURE:
1. Tenses :Present perfect & present perfect continuous…..
2. Gerund- Infinitive & Bare infinitive:Perfect gerund – Perfect participle …
3. Subjunctive
4. The Passive Voice
5. The Reported speech
6. Prepositions
7. Relative clauses
8. Conditional sentences : Type 1. type 2, type 3 & mixed type
9. Structures: Although / In spite of. & Because/ because of
10. Articles: A- An – The & No article

